
The Adventure of Brian



Chapter 1



Hi, my 
name is 
Brian. I’m 
currently 
in Bay 
City and I 
am 
currently 
very late. 



Brian quickly dashes around every 
corner in order to get to the beach. 
Brian was supposed to meet his 
friends at the beach thirty minutes, 
but he slept in.



Brian suddenly hears a sound 
in the alley right as he runs 
by. He quickly stops in his 
tracks and turn to look in the 
alley. 



Right as he looks, he saw three figures 
slowly turning to look at him. Before 
Brian has any chance to react, the four 
figures jump out at him.



Brian trips backwards from 
shock on one of his flip flops. 
Just as he begins to fall, one 
of the three figures catches 
him by the collar of his shirt.



“Thank you!”, Brian said as he regained his balance. The figure then quickly 
returns to the side of his comrade. Then out of nowhere, the figure took his 
Golduck.



The figures quickly run away as they yell, 
“You can’t catch us!” Brian quickly runs 
forward and grabs one of their cloaks.



Just as he grabs the cloak they begin to run 
off, causing him to pull off the cloak revealing 
the mysterious figures. Brian let’s out a gasp 
and shout, “Team Rocket!” 



Brian is furious and shocked. He lets a fit of 
rage before deciding what to do next. A 
lightbulb goes off in his head and he quickly 
sprints to the Team Searchers.



Brian is unable to 
stop himself as 
he collides with 
Gerald. “Woo 
there youngster. 
Where are 
heading in such a 
hurry?” Gerald 
states. Gerald 
notices Brian’s 
shocked and 
furious look, so 
he decides to tell 
him a joke. 



“Why do seagulls fly over the sea? Because if 
they fly over the bay then they will be called 
baygulls. In fact I have a baygull right here.” 
Gerald bellows as he pulls out a bagel looking 
Pokémon. 



“It’s not the time, Gerald!!” I yell. “Wow there 
kid, I was just trying to boost the mood.” 
Gerald states, “What has you so worked up 
anyways?”



Just then Brian notices the meowth ballon. 
“They have my golduck!” Brian yells as he 
points at the balloon. “Please help get my 
golduck back, team rocket stole it!”



“Oh so that’s what’s bugging you, 
baygull use wing dance!!” Gerald 
yells. Baygull suddenly quadruples 
in size and spreads its wings. 
Gerald pulls Brian towards Baygull 
and pulls him up onto its back.



Brian and Gerald begin chasing the meowth 
balloon on baygull. They slowly begin to 
catch up. Gerald suddenly shouts, “Baygull 
use bagel enlarge hole!” Baygull’s hole 
suddenly doubles in size.



The Baygull swoops towards the meowth 
ballon and catches it in its massive hole. 
The Baygull then pulls the balloon down to 
the ground.



Baygull begins to shake the balloon around 
causing team to land on their butts in the 
basket, then Baygull eats the tasty balloon. 
Baygull then drops the basket causing team 
rocket to slip out and fall on their heads.



“Give me my golduck back!” Brian yells. “No 
way golduck is ours now!” Team rocket 
shouts back. They begin to fight, but Gerald 
stops them. “See, kid your doing it wrong 
best way to win a battle is with my very 
good grandpa jokes!” Gerald says before 
yelling, “Baygull joke attack!!”

Baygull, joke attack!!



Gerald throws a necklace on Baygull and 
Baygull bursts into to jokes. “What did 
mama corn say to baby corn?” Baygull says, 
“Where’s popcorn?” Team rocket burst out 
laughing and begins to shake do to the 
uncontrollable laughter.



“What do you call a bad sheep dressed up 
in a skeleton for Halloween? Baygull says, 
“Baaad to the bone.” Team rocket the falls 
over with laughter. Brian runs and snatches 
his golduck, while team rocket still laughs. 

Haha!!🤣
😂



“See, I told you kid. Jokes are the best way 
to win a battle!” Gerald says. Brian then 
pulls golduck out of the bag and he hugs 
his golduck. After that Brian, golduck, and 
his new friends run to the beach and enjoy 
their beach party! The end!


